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Intern Support Program 
Helping environmental organizations 
with staffing support



Sustainable Eastern Ontario is supporting environmental organizations across the region 
by connecting nonprofits to funding opportunities to hire youth interns (under 30 years old) 
through wage subsidy grants and other funding.  

We have been working with groups for over 5 years in this area and we’ve now designed a 
program that will help create successful internship experiences coupled with special training 
and supervision for the youth.

Intern Support Program 2021

How does it work?
Organizations who need staffing support for their activities can access 2 paid interns who will 
work 30 hours per week from July to December 2021. 

Some local Partners who have taken part in our internship support before
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Hiring youth interns (under 30 years old) is a great way to strengthen your organizational capacity for small 
environmental organizations!  Many of us don’t have stable funding to sustain core payroll for full-time staff 
so working with interns is a great way to staff up our organizations and get more done.

Organizational diversity is also important and internship programs allow you to diversify your organization 
by bringing youth onto the team and support other diversity and inclusion opportunities. It’s also a great 
opportunity for young people who are looking for their first job in the sector or to build their skills and careers 
once they have a post-secondary degree behind them.  

Here are what some of our recent interns had to say about the experience:

Why hire interns?

“This internship has been incredible for me to understand how nonprofits are organized 
and increase my awareness of climate issues. Youth Climate Lab is an amazing organization 
that constantly supports my learning and professional development. I am grateful to have 
interned in a role in which I am able to use my academic knowledge and skills and one that 
is meaningfully aligned with my personal values and career goals.” 

Pragya Dawadi,
Youth Climate Lab

“This internship helped me develop important skills like fundraising, networking, 
communications and volunteer management which would help me further my career. 
My work-term at the Canadian Environmental Network helped me build meaningful 
connections with non-profit professionals.“

Devanshi Kukadia,
Canadian Environmental Network

“During my internship, I learned so many amazing skills on working in a diverse environment and the overall structure of 
non-profit organizations. Our work focused a lot around communicating the pandemic, and vaccine development which 
was so great for me as it helped me further understand what type of work I want to do in communications in the future. This 
opportunity opened me up to the world of science and communication. Also, I advanced my video editing skills that I didn’t 
even know I had and further developed the skills I learned in school.”

Erin Filliol,  Partnership Group for Science and Engineering
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What does it cost?

It costs roughly $20,000 per intern for the program of which $15,000 is provided by a wage subsidy 
grant.  $5,000 per intern must be provided by the organization or by a grant/private contribution.  

For 2 interns, that means an organizations needs to source $10,000 for the year.  We can help!

What does the organization do?

As a participating organization, you will hire 2 youth for the program and take the following steps:

1. Define what support you need (ie. what will the interns do?)
2. Determine how much you can contribute
3. Conduct your own interviews or have candidates selected for you (May-June 2021)
4. Set-up payroll for the interns (or get GreenBooks to help with this)
5. Support the intern during their 6-month position (June to December 2021)

What does SEO do?

Sustainable Eastern Ontario is here to help!  We have supported many internships of this kind 
by organizations across the region and we have a solid system in place to help with fundraising, 
bookkeeping, and reporting.  Here is what we can do for you:

1. Assist with the job posting and job description or working through what you might need
2. Support fundraising for the 15K wage subsidy and some of the 5K matching funds
3. Help conduct interviews (if needed) to select candidates
4. Complete paperwork for the wage subsidy funds and help with hiring paperwork
5. Support payroll through GreenBooks or help advise on how to do this (if needed)
6. Assign a Team Leader to your pair of interns who will support supervision
7. Connect all interns to the Intern Training Program offered
8. Lead the reporting at the mid-term and final reporting stages
9. Link you up to cashflow loans if you need money to front the payroll costs
10. Celebrate the intern successes and help address any challenges that arise
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Sustainable Eastern Ontario has teamed up with the Capacity Building Institute to provide training to all interns 
who are taking part in this program.  Through an online classroom and live monthly sessions, interns will have 
a chance to network with other individuals holding similar roles in different organizations.  The training also 
focuses on building knowledge about the nonprofit sector and key skills that will help the interns be successful 
in their position. This mandatory training program is part of the initiative and will help support the interns in 
their work.  The cost of the training will be covered through the wage subsidy grant program.

Intern Training Program

Here is what recent interns have to say about this training:

“The program was great because it gave early professionals an opportunity to learn new 
skills and knowledge around how to operate in the non-profit sector, as well as engage skills 
and knowledge we already have. It was a great opportunity to network with peers and learn 
from each other, as well as hear from experienced folks in the field. It was interactive and fun 
and provided us with great content and material.” 

Nasha Choudhury, 
Ottawa Biosphere Eco-City

“The intern training program was great because it taught me a lot about different topics 
that I didn’t know a lot about before, for example, the ins and outs of fundraising for a non-
profit. It was also really great getting to know and connect with the other interns and in my 
opinion, getting the chance to connect with them was one of the best parts of the program.”

Nicole Bouvier, 
Peace & Environment Resource Centre

How do we sign up?

Contact Sustainable Eastern Ontario to take part in this program.  
Deadline to register is April 30th, 2021.
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The Apartment: Sustainability Office
2203 Alta Vista Drive, Ottawa, ON, K1H 7L9

1-888-385-1154
www.capacitybuilding.ca


